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Students juggle marriage, college stress
By John Meyer
St.lit Wrm r
Student Marriage Rule No. 1: Never
get married during finals.
Amy W. :dim broke this rule.
The 2:t vi;ir old San Jose State
iii. ’I
intent remembers her May
ugw,
as being overshadowed
by nun,- tr,ssiol
days that she
.,, "so had I simply put them
outii iii.11,.1,1"
We -ton. a liberal studies major, tied
the krot during finals when she was
taking Is unit, Sit , would eventually
hey ti trip a geometry class three
months past the drop deadline. She said

it was hard to concentrate on right
angles when she was more focused on a
to the altar.
straight line
She also had to plan the wedding:
give out invitations, reserve a church,
get fitted for a wedding dress, order
flowers and plan the reception.
In addition, Weston was working 30
hours a week as a babysitter and trying
to buy a townhouse.
In other words, life was hell.
Weston, now a graduate student
working as a student teacher, laughed
in relief when she said, "It was a real
wild time."
The nine nightmarish days prepared
her for the next year and eight months
of her life. Since then, it’s been a strug-

Delta Gamma
sets sail down
memory lane

gle to balance out time between her
marriage, school and work.
Weston isn’t the only SJSU student
coping with this complex lifestyle of balancing marriage, school and work.
Annalee Werkmeister, a 24-year-old
public relations major, manages to work
full time in public relations for a semiconductor manufacturer, go to school
part time and still preserve her marriage.
Werkmeister said the most difficult
part of her life is finding time for her
husband. She reserves all day Sunday
and a late 9 p.m. dinner on weeknights
for him.
But she still feels she neglects the
relationship at times.

"When you have a secure relationship, you tend to devote more time to
school and work," Werkmeister said.
"Sometimes ( my husband) feels he
takes the back seat to work and school."
Despite having a "very stable" marriage, Werkmeister doesn’t recommend
it for someone who is busy with work
and school.
"Being married and young is hard,"
she said. "You have to find someone
who’s supportive and willing to help you
achieve your goals."
Since she exchanged vows more than
three years ago, Werkmeister has seen
four sets of married friends get
divorced.
"Most people get married and think

everything is happily ever after; of
course, we know that’s not the case with
the high divorce rates," said Wiggsy
Sivertsen, director of SJSU Counseling
Services.
Sivertsen said a lot of marriages
have problems because most people
have poor communication skills. She
said the inabiltiy to communicate might
plague a relationship and worsen basic
problems such as making time for your
spouse and handling finances.
And fi)r a married student who works
full-time, there is less time to talk about
everything from how your spouse’s day
went to the burden of paying bills, makSee Marriage, page 8

Blame it on the rain

By Peggy Flynn
\\ 111,1
lbdi ciiiiiir
iii community service will be celebrated *111 lii. hi the Gamma Eta chapter of San
a, I al ...r,ity’s I /vita Gamma Sorority.
ii past members will gather at the
(II it
ii \1/4
a I Saint,- Claire where the original
Founder’s Etily luncheon).
charm,
It:what:, Sheets, a charter mem11,1 .111.1 .111111111.1 %%1111 .111. lided S.JSU from 1944 to
’ii’’ v,ill 1,, Among tlic featured highlights at the
liii heon. .1, all
historical slide show.
.\i,p
2.)11..inen are expected to attend.
th,. hapter ,econd prusideitt, remember, II,, patri, al,. -import chapter sisters provided
troop, during \V nil W’ar II.
-\1.( volunteered tor the Red (’ross and particip.etell er, I ’iS
United Service ()rganizations, Inc.)
fonctmn-.- ’,beets said "\Ve would go to the I’S()
Initsii ’,Ii kit ....1treet and dance with the soldiers
the r,ailv enjoyed it"
Sheets niet 111.r husband of 50 years at SJSU
att. I I, retin-ned from the war. Becoming one of the
tir,t married chapter prtsidents, Sheets finind it
,11,111.11ging t, rim tw, hi,useholds.
husband always joked that the sorority
cattle. het eA1.1

SilePis

Atter th, 11m l,, en. pa,t Delta Gamma :umbers
1,1111 i..11i
110
1.1.11 k
-.1."1-11% house that was
it all.
1,.iied ,tod Mid( tor the chapter in
19.19 The hou-,, 1.1.1’11yeS .1 rpnovation every sum hi,
int ’etcher. upward of
0,0
r- it. lb., financially’ responsibly
tor t 11, rmit. boo., mid maintenance of the house.
\Lai\ ?wank,- in,,,,h. chool with one, sornetinles
iol,,
an. a
profit organization,- alumna and
,,,,r lia,1,,ii , \lc:We said. "The girls
’lii ii r
I, on In, le.1-111..sS site u rh, sorority, We have an
-not- paal
atm .,,votints receivable, and
naah,!. af, reported to .ollection agencies if they
delintient ci ,,i’,i,i. their bills
A01,, part’, ’pallor’ iii hoth the community and
I- it ticilill.en tor Ih.lta Gamma. The
echill I
,,,r,,rity’, annual "Anchor Splash- raises money for
Service tor Sight. an nrgranization that provides
tumble. to 1.,11 agencie,the vistially imjmired.
rai-ed over $3,000. Members
1 , \ eat
cII-iodmil
and volunteer in
a local neighbirrhood clean lip
s,., Delta, page 8
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Wednesday El Nlho reared its ugly head teasing San Jose State
University’s students with showers throughout the greater part of the after-

noon. Many students were prepared with their umbrellas while other students had to run to class. Forecasters predict the rest of the week will be dry.

Student interests at issue in joint library
By Susan Shaw
st.th
ot,

SIM’ faculty believe the library’, inis,ion should
be to remain academic in its ore litati.in and ease.
ly accessible to both students :Ind ta, tilt’,
However, despite the majority \ ote. concerns

A thumbs -up to adopt Academic Senate guidelines on the joint library was given by the San Jose
at
Students
State
UniversityAssociated
Wednesday’s meeting.
The guidelines. known as AS 1025, represent
the position of SJSU faculty on the .joint library’s
mission and purpose, and alsu cite preli.rences fir!.
dealing with bumming priveleges, budgeting and
acquisition policies.
According to the Academic Senate.

were raised in the meeting that the guid,lines
don’t go far enough to protect student interest,.
including ;iccessibility of bilok, when ner did
"Many students have raised concern t h.it a book
ell’altddr Whi.I1 the. J,,int
they wiint May Met
library is open,- said Chris Con,tant in. director of
intercultural affairs, who voted against adopting
the Aciidemic Senate’s prisition
Anteing Constantin’s other concerns were that
students may be asked to pay to inak, up for any

been oserestimated bY the uni-Tliet, ,the
Senate members’ aren’t
nailing dom n
he said "What if they
expect $20 million and .,111 ).let $7 million.’ If’
\i
i. 1.11-A1111.111.11
t
ani,,tint they’re given. it
matha. %%hat the. guidelines say. students
may ha e 1,, pa\ tor it
C,ueu"t,eectiiu %%ent ic ti, criticize the. document as
being , is erls broad
Director t

Attair- I le.il her Cook said

the gind,line, are meant to 1,, broad

She said

1,ibrary
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Tat’ cats celebrate Mardi Gras in SJ
By Mindy I.eigh Geiser
f.,a Vt ii’
Although Nlardi (iras was not being
I, 1,1.11, .1 am ti. here 4111 C.11111111S_ it
ti, g(, (Mite :is far as
N, CU-lean. el 111,, de Janeiro to take
1, ill ii the le,ti die,
Mesita
Waves
en
wilt.
smokehouse and Salon!’ in San
.1 .111 authentic Louisiana style.
and all
old,. in porple. green eeiel gold cos ked nut in masks, leath
1,
el, aad head, a, they participated in
lin, dan, ing te the pulsating beats of
-.outlier’) Al. le -quid,
The pall,. ’,attired a variety iii
Capin Creoh Mod and
Z.%,(11..00
kited, Ve
Idiite.d the traditional
it 1.1//. upbeat New Orleans
\ I avritt. Is.vvraga. of Waves’ cult.brat cell was the frozen hurricane made
eel rum, orange juice, pineapple juice
and a splash of grenadthe. The hurri-

.

cane) is an authentic drink of Mardi
Gras, according to Waves’ owner Judy
Pearson.
James Venechanos, a graphic arts
major, remembers celebrating Mardi
Gras in Galveston, Texas, where the
second largest Mardi Gras celebration
in the nation takes place every year.
"This place is happening. but
lalveston
was
totally
crazy,"
Vienechanos said. "There were half a
million people dancing around and
puking in the streets."
Mardi Gras, a French phrase meaning "Fat Tuesday," comes from the custom cif parading a fat ox through the
streets em Shrove Tuesday, which is the
day before Ash Wednesday. Ash
Wednesday signals the beginning of the
Christian holiday Lent, a 40-day period
of abst menet) and sacrifice.
According to web information. the
origins cif Mardi Gras lie in the) ancient
Roman custom of merrymaking before
a period of fasting.
Celebrators would eat, drink, and

carouse during Mardi Gras in an
attempt to satisfy their desires prior tee
the abstinence observed during the
season of Lent.
"Well be too sick to eat tomorrow
anyway," said Melissa Kunz. an
attendee of Tuesday’s celebration.
Mardi Gras in New Orleans began in
1637, the year of the first strmt parade
The first day of the carnival season is
always elan 6. 12 days after Christmas
This is called the. "twelfth night" :end
marks the beginning
the masked
balls that are held until Mardi Gras
Day. Mardi Gras Day. which is always
"Fat Tuesday," is the last day of the) carnival season
According to the San Jose Visitor’s
Bureau, there were no city events
planned this year in celebration of
Mardi Gras.
"There really isn’t very much that
goes on in the Bay Area to celebrate
Mardi Gras, but our party is definitely
going to be a yearly event," said
Pearson.

Ni..1/,..fl

Employee Joel Wyrick greets patrons as they enter Waves Smokehouse and
Saloon in downtown San Jose Tuesday night "Fat Tuesday- featured Cajun Creole
food and a Cajun zydeco band, which blared traditional New Orleans music
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Double standard
for statutory rape
laws must cease
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While the. public
Ims professed
outrage about
the sordid sex scandal
involving Mary Kay
LeTourneau and her 13year old paramour, there
has been little fury
e\pressed tbout scenarios where the roles are
reversed I am referring
to the lack of legal intervention ,ipplied when
girls
;ire
teenage
impregnated by older
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In the United States, tau’ of four births are
out of wedlock and almost half of those are
front teenage girls, according to Planned
Parenthood. Recent research shows that in
two-thirds of those cases the fathers art adult
nun liver 21 who do not pay child support ’Fite
statutory rapt. laws need to be enforced to provide some type of detemmt ti l it prohlem that
is gnu mg out of control.
For those not familiar with the LeTourneau
case, she is the 35 -year-old woman who
engaged in an affair with it 13-yearold which
culminated in the birth oft child. LeTourneau
has horn sent to prison for seven tend a half
years, convicted it child rape.
Men guilty of the slifile crime sex with
an underage female - have received little
I ’I; wiled Parent hood’s
punishmelit until
latest figures slio\ that girls in the 1:1 to 14vearold age bracket are the teens most likely
to have oAperienced coercive ties with older
men.
It is only in the last .year that several
states, including California, have taken steps
to punish men who violate the statutory rape
law These laws have been on the books in
’vu ru st ;de for decades, but were largely
ignored while the public debated the effectiveness of using them.
Now
analysts and law enforcement officials in. discovering that tougher
enforcement ot those laws is proving effective.
Law enforcement officials are also being
urged to implement programs that examine’
the connection between adolescent pregnancy
and prednihwy MPG.
( tV hie Wilson has been in the krefront
of those who are calling for stiff penalties for
violators because California has the highest
rate ot under-age pregnancies in the country.
Since child support is rare from the "fathers."
these’ girls increasingly end up (in wolfare,
cost nu, the st.de
Wilson has allotted $8.4 million to hire
additional ner,onnt.1 to work exclusively on
statutory rap«ases. lie’ predicts this will
send a messap, that there are serious consequences for adult men who impregnate
minors Some law enforcement advocate’s
believe that incarceration ()linen who are convicted of the crime will have a positive impact
in reducing pregnancy numbers, as many are
multiple t Th.nders,
The st,itutory rapt, laws can help serve as
a deterrent if prosecutors only apply them.
rum( Dillem us f! .tiotil hill nutty stall it
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Sports hero makes
mark on world; role
model to emulate
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Women’s sport ’Sales’ out on the image front
t looked like women’s sports were
gaining momentum. In two maledominated sports, ice. hockey and
basketball, women have made. pretty big
strides in the. past couple of years.
The upstart U.S. women’s hockey
team took gold in Nagano, and after a
semi -successful year in the two women’s
professional basketball leagues, it
looked like women’s sports were gaining
acceptance.
Then, in an incident Tuesday night
that set back all of women’s sports,
Nykesha Sales, a University (il’
Connecticut basketball player, injured
herself in a game on Saturday just two
points from breaking the school’s alltime scoring record.
The injury, a torn Achilles tendon, flaunt that
she would be unable to eclipse the record.
Of course, that would have been using the normal sports c(immon sense. But on Tuesday night,
Sales, in it circus sideshow, was allowed to break
the record.
At the game’s start, UConn won the tip over
Villanova, and got the. ball down court to Sales who
gimply laid the record-breaking shot.
On the next possession, Villa:lova was able to tie
the game ;It two. At that point Sales was replaced
and the real game started.
"It was the right thing to do," said U(’onn coach
(len Auriernma to an Associated Press reporter.
"Shp never asked to score a lot of points and she
never asked to break the record. It was the right
thing to do for all she has done for UConn the last
four years."
What’s even worse is that the NCAA and the Big
East signed off on the absurd scenario.
I can’t believe the. N( AA and others allowed this
World Wrestling Federation -like game scripting to
()CCU r
"It was the. right thing to do?"
You knt tw. like recycling a Pepsi can and not
mowing over old ladies at crosswalks.
Sales said the injury was "unfair."

1

Well so is lift’.
Get used to it.
I hope Sales gets a traffic ticket and
contests it, "But judge., the. ticket was
unfair."
\Vornen’s sports can’t afford to take it
public relations hit that makes them
look like they ;ire any less legitimate
than men’s sports.
It sort. looked that way on Tuesday
lit’cause. no men’s Division -I schnol
would ’idlow that to happen.
There are many, many men out there
Ii it would like to get rid of Title IX, federal legislation that forces colleges tie
have nun equal amount. of wornen’s and
men’s teams, and this incident is just
fuel for them.
I have been covering high school and college
sports fen- the past two years and I can tell you that
the women want to win nind are just as determined,
it’ not more so, than men.
In my nearly 100 articles written on women’s
games I haven’t seen a Mink, but that doesn’t make
the gnimes any It us competitive.
The women who play sports didn’t deserve what
happened ’Tuesday.
Records are meant to be broken competitively
on the field like flank Aaron surpassing Babe Ruth
for all-time home runs tend on the. court like
Wilt
Kareem , A1)1111-.1libbar o outscoring
Chamberlain for the most points ever.
Following the Big Entst’s example, maybe the
W’estern Athletic Conference would like to toss the
San Jose State 1.7niversity men’s basketball leant a
bone .., en, win.
The Spartans have. gone winless in the WAC.
Haven’t they suffered enough?
Why don’t we have SJSU play with the. entire
bench on the floor and only nillow San Diego State
ITniversity to use two players today?
It would be the right thing to di),
nthon v i’ercs is tlic Spartan Duilv
sport editor Ills column appears from tune to time.

wanna be like Mike. I
really do. Michael
Jordan, undoubtedly
the best basketball player to ever grace a court, is
showing that his people
skills are. of’ the same caliber as his basketball
techniques.
He’s doing that by
helping others who are
less fortunate, and doing Yvette A imima rrejo
it on a regular basis.
Here’s a perfect example.: Nike, the athletic S F.IFF %UN
ware company made
more popular by its affiliation with Jordan, has recently come under
fire far possibly having connections with overseas sweatshops. Human rights’, women’s and
labor groups have targeted Nike. because of
that possible affiliation, and that has left
Jordan in a rough situation. Or has it’?
Jordan already announced that he’s going
to Asia after the. basketball season to see if the
conditions these’ groups are. protesting really
do exist in the Nike factories. It’s apparent
that he’s not going to let this slide. past him.
How common is that among superstar athletes’? My hope is that if he. does encounter
substandard conditions, he. will use. his influence to make. changes. Imagine’ what would
happen if Jordan threatened to stop endorsing
Nike.. I think the, company known far its
"Swoosh" would make changes faster than the.
blink of MI
His future trip to Asia is just one example. of
his willingness to help others. Some pro athletes aren’t even concerned with anything
more. than themselves.
He’s also involved in charities that directly
help communities and people in need. The’
Michael Jordan Celebrity Golf Classic huts
raised over $1 million far Ronald McDonald
Houses of North Carolina.
In 1996, Jordan committed $1 million to the.
ITniveorsity of’ North Carolina at Chapel Hill
where the. Jordan Institute. for Families was
founded as a part of the. School of Social Work.
The. institute. helps solve problems faced by
families such as drug abuse., teenage. pregnancy oind poverty.
It is nice. to know that there. are millionaire
athletes out there trying tei make. a difference.
Unfortunately, there are. some. athletes in
proli.ssional sports who neither serve as role
models nor as community leaders. It is sad
when young fans look up too athletes, only to
hear on the. news that they were. arrested for
drug possession, drunk driving, domestic violt ’nce. or gun possession.
Perhaps these athletes do not understand
that without fans and conununity support
be a lot thinner
their pocketbooks we
On a brighter note, role models like. Jordan
exist in the. world of professional sports, not
only her fans of all age’s, but also for other athletes. Jordan should be adored by others, not
only far his athletic achievements, but also kir
his humanitarian efforts, which will hopefully
continue. long after he. retires from basketball.
YVelle AMU!

Trijo is it Spartan Daily stuff turiter

In college athletics, Knight does not make right
neliana University head basketball
c.);ich Bobby Ku iyht ,.yas elected in the
I loosiers’ S2-72 loss to lilt’ lilttnuurs Illini
Tuesday night
Su, v., hat . Yllii "aY Knight has gone toet far
for too long alid it’s time II’ put its keit
down and tisk Teel him out the hack door.
’It was in the heat of hank.- or "Ile was
justified because the officials made the
%%Tong call.’ are some of the absurdly lame
excuses tor this tyrant of the hardwood.
Ills lack of class is becoming a tired act.
The bu torish. panpous nittitude displayed
by Knight is nothing new his antics on the
court have 1(mg been criticized.
lie has t hr st 11 chairs onto the court in a
childish tit of anger. slapped his players --one of v.hoin it
his ,Ayn son
and had
nCrUltSijo it lust dityS or weeks
it tint’
after coming into the. program.
Indiana administrnitors have been doing

EDITORIAL
damage’ control for years using the rationales that he. wins and he. graduate’s players.
This isn’t enough.
Closer to home, the Spartans are. in the
midst of it horrible season.
But while. they might not learn a lick
about what it feels like. to win, they will
learn what it’s like. to be honorable and dignified.
SJSU coach Stan Morrison didn’t win
any NCAA championships, but he’ carried
himself with a dignity ;tnd self respect that
is exemplary to all when have. come in contact with him.
This raises the $64,000 question: Do you
sacrifice everything academia stands for,

just to put ot flow banners up in the gymnasium?
The. answer is a resounding "no."
If winning means presto ut ing the principles of higher education, we think being a
loser is where it’s at.
Winning at only cost is not really winning. The respect gained through intimidation will not be genuine. liasi.ally the ends
don’t justify tho’ means.
Bobby Knight’s players might have the.
opportunity to go to the. Big 1/ance yearafter-year, but do they leave school with
what it takes to survive in the real world’?
When players leave. Stan Iilorrison’s program, they won’t have ;my championship
rings or banners in their hernia:, but they will
have learned what it means to respect yourself and those around you. And that’s what
we are in college tea-, right?
rirri

rinsarisius of Mr

Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the’
Opinion page. with a Letter to the. Editor.
A Letter to the. Editor is a 200-word response to an issue. or
point of view that has appeared in the. Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the. property (tithe. Spartan Daily and
may be. edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the author’s name, address,
phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be. put in the. Letters to the. Editor box at
the. Spartan Daily Office. in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209,
sent by fax to (408) 924-3237, e-mail ;it SDAILY0Pjmc.sjsu.edu
or mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of
Journalism and Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One. Washington Square., San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of,
the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily
reflect the. views of the Spartan Daily, the’ School of Journalism
and Mass Communications or SJS11.
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Sparta Guide
Today
ALPHA PHI OMEGA (NATIONAL COED SERVICE ORGANIZATION)
Meeting: past, present and
future members welcome at 7:30
p.m. in the Student Union’s
Guadalupe Room. For more information, call (408) 924-6626.
BEETHOVEN CENTER
Sale of music books, scores and
LP recordings from 1 - 5 p.m. every
Monday - Friday in Wahlquist
Library, Room 318. For more information, call Patricia Elliott at
(408) 924-4590.
CAREER CENTER
Recruiting Services Workshop at
12:30 p.m. in the Student Union’s
Costanoan Room. For more information, call the Career Resource
Center at (408) 924-6034.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Daily Mass from 12:05 - 12:30
p.m. at the John XXIII Center,
across from the SJSU Theatre. For
more information, call Ginny at
(408) 938-1610.
CHI Pi SIGMA (CO-ED LAW
ENFORCEMENT FRATERNITY)
Pledge initiation at 6:30 p.m. at
230 S. 10th St. For more information, call 1408) 998-8433.
CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY
Film: "Orient at ion" at 730 p.m.

at
E Rosemary St. For more
information, call Ilene at (408) 441-6661.
DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY
Seminar: "The SJSU/CSUMonterey Bay Distance Learning
Initiative, A Progress Report" from
12 - 1:30 p.m. in Duncan Hall,
Room 615. For more information,
call (408) 924-5200.
GAY, LESBIAN AND
BISEXUAL ALLIANCE
Meeting at 3:30 p.m. in the
Student Union’s Guadalupe Room.
For more information, call Juan
Ramos at (408) 456-5058.
JAPAN CLUB
General meeting, new members
welcome at 2 p.m. in Sweeney Hall,
Room 344. For more information,
contact Judy: tamachanktpacbell.net.
PRE-MED CLUB
Open forum weekly meeting at
12:30 p.m. in Duncan Hall, Room
345. For more information, call Situ
at (408) 938-0581.
SJSU CHORAL ACTIVITIES
Listening hour featuring the
SJSU Choraliers and Concert Choir
performing a variety of works from
around the world, 12:30 - 1:15 p.m
in the School of Music and Dance
Concert Hall. Free to all students.
For more information, call Joan
Stubbe ;it 408) 924-463 I

111
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SJSU WOMEN’S RUGBY CLUBfTEAM
All new players are welcome to
practice from 3:30 - 5:30 p.m. at
Spartan Field. For more information, call Christina at (408) 2447494.
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER
Eating disorder support group,
newcomers always welcome every
Thursday from 4:30 - 5:30 p.m in
the Health Building, Room 208. For
more information, call Nancy Black
at (408) 924-6118.
TSUNAMI ANIME
Weekly meeting, new members
welcome at 7 p.m. in the Old
Science Building, Room 164
(between Wahlquist Library and
Washington Square Hall.) For more
information, call Yoon at (408) 2793338.
WEST AFRICAN DRUMMING
AND DANCE
Demonstration/performance at 7
p.m. in Music Building, Room 150.
For more information, call Royal
Hartigan at (408) 924-4660.

Sparta Guide is provided free of
charge to students, faculty and staff
The deadline for entries is noon, three
days before desired publication date.
Entry forms are available in the
Spartan Daily Office. Space restrictions
may require editing of submissions.

Labor unions must have political voice
As he admits in his column,
union members already have
the right to not pay the political
action portion of their dues.
But then, that is not what
Proposition 226 is really about.
It is important to understand
who the backers of this initiative are and their intentions.
The majority of them are
millionaire
out-of-state
Republican ideologues whose
goal is to deny unions political
access, thereby enabling them
to make assaults on worker protections such as minimum
wage, prevailing wage regulations, reducing worker’s compensation benefits, attacking
workplace safety and health
regulations.

reading
Kevin
After
Hecteman’s opinion piece
on Proposition 226 (The AntiEmployee Initiative), I felt compelled to respond.
Hecteman states that he
believes in what unions have
done for employees as far as
workplace representation and
health benefits, but thinks they
step over the line when they
engage in political action.
Does he honestly believe
unions could have gotten any
protections for employees without a political voice?
In 1996, for example, unions
put Proposition 210 on the ballot and won a 35% increase in
the minimum wage after 10
years of wage stagnation.

Grover Norquist of Washington,
D.C., head of Americans for Tax
Reform, has stated that he aims
to "crush labor unions as a
political entity."
Patrick Rooney, a millionaire
insurance executive, has given
$49,000 to this initiative, as
well as millions to school voucher plans across the country.
More information about who
is behind this initiative is available on the web at www.defeatprop226.org.
Marc Beck
California Faculty
Association

The Olympics are over; get on with life
medal, and is the world going to
become a better place because
she is the youngest Olympic
gold medalist?
Not.
The Olympics are highly
overrated, and besides, who
really cares anymore?
The Olympics are over, so if
you want to talk about something, then deal with issues

Dit matter whether or
.1./ not Tara Lipinski won the
gold medal and Michelle Kwan
did not?
I certainly do not think so.
I really do not care that Tara
Lipinski did the looped the loop
to beat Michelle Kwan
Big deal.
Is Tara going to save the
world because she won the Gold

that matter, not what has happened in the past.
I know sometimes we have
nothing to say so we say what is
on our minds, but please, dont
you think the Lipinski-Kwan
saga is old news?
I think so.
Judy Cho
sociology

Grammy Recap
Record of the Year Sunny Came Home, Shawn Colvin
Album of the Year Time Out of Mind, Bob Dylan
Song of the Year Sunny Came Home, Shawn Colvin
Best New Artist Paula Cole
Best Female Pop Vocal Building a Mystery Sarah McLachlan
Best Male Pop Vocal Candle in the Wind 1997, Elton John
Best Female Rock Vocal Criminal, Fiona Apple
Best Male Rock Vocal Cold Irons Bound, Bob Dylan
Best Hard Rock Performance The End is the Beginning is the End, Smashing Pumpkins
Best Alternative OK Computer, Radiohead
Best R & B Album Baduizm, Erykah Badu
Best Country Album Unchained, Johnny Cash
Best Rap Album -- No Way Out, Puff Daddy and the Family
Best Pop Performance by Duo or Group Virtual Insanity, Jamiroquai
Best Rock Instrumental Performance
Block Rockin’ Beats, Chemical Brothers
Best Pop Collaboration with Vocals Don’t Look Back, John Lee Hooker with Van Morrison

jokesfor the Day
A man says to another man, "Can you tell me how to get to Central Park?" The guy says no. "All
right," says the first, "I’ll mug you right here."
Two guys are in a gym, and one is putting on a girdle. "Since when have you been wearing a girdle?" says his friend. "Since my wife found it in the glove compartment of our car."
"Take my wife please."

!fenny Youngman, King of the One -Liners. who dted Tuesday at age

_
SPARTAN -UP YOUR DAY
WITH

TOYOTA

’ ITT8

COLLEGE GRADUATES. rf you are looking for an opportunity
with a growing, people -oriented organization, then look to
the leader ill the automoble industry - Toyota! Toyota Motor
Credit Corporation (T1ACCI has excellent opportunities for
college graduates

THE SPARTAN DAILY

OF THEIR HERITAGE
YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE
TO BE AN EGG DONOR

We are seeking energetic,

detail -oriented individuals to work
in our Collections Department As an Assistant Customer
Accounts Representative (ACARL you will work with TMCC’s
customers to mutually resolve credit issues while providing
high quality customer service Must be PC profiaent and have
excellent written and verbal communication skills

1-800-939-6886
GENEROUS COMPENSATION
111

IP

Where in the World
Do You Want to Teach?

ASSISTANT CUSTOMER
ACCOUNTS REPRESENTATIVES
- COLLECTIONS -

IF YOU ARE 21-28YRS,
HEALTHY, RESPONSIBLE,
CALL STEPHANIE @ FFC
Also Asian Donors Needed

V

ft‘

TMCC, one of the largest captive finanang institutions in
America, proWdes financial services to Toyota and Lexus
dealers and their customers TMCC is headquartered in
Torrance, California, and has 34 branch offices located
throughout the country. We currently have entry-level
Positions available in our two Bay Area offices

WOMEN WHO ARE PROUD

111 41.11

Lei Liu

I. (I

et I Or. 31,
i

TMCC

offers competitive salanes, excellent benefits and a
progressive work environment For immediate consideration.
Please send your resume to

WorkAbility lfL
DRC Students!

I
1111),1,

1, 1,

Toyota Motor Credit Corporation 4000 Executive
Parkway, Ste. 525. San Ramon, CA MM.
- or Toyota Motor Credit Corporation. One Concord Center
2300 Clayton Road, Ste. 200, Concord, CA 94520
No phone calls please [OF M/F/HN

EXPO -Z yourself
to opportunity
at the

Sign up miss
TOYOTA IMCC
MOTOR
CREDIT
CORPORATION
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1:11,
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Wednesday,
March 4, 1998
SJSU Event Center
Career Expo 98’
Prep Assistance
(drop-in)
WoricAbility IV office,
Student Union, 3rd floor
Monday, March 2
9:30am-3:00pm
Tuesday, March 3
9:30arn-3:00prn
svonv work4 sisu edu

Disabled Students Air
Association

I 3\
I

Advisement Sessions
Spring 1q98
Single Subject CLAD Credential
k Internship Programs

Das & Date
Wed, March 4
Thor, April 2
Thur.. Min 7

Time
2.1pm
2. pm
2.1pm

Place
S11144
S(114-1
Sit 14-1

(11.111

it it

4

101 ;MI1111.’1’1111 \
is

11(.11,...1,

’hi

11,4C \ Lt I I I

\. !HI

Multiple Subject CLAI) Credential
Internship Bilingual Spanish.
Vietnameseie Chinese )mandarin)
Programs
Day k Date
Thin . March
’Tue. Apnl
Thur. Mas "

Place
Time
12 7 -Rpm 5H100
SH100
SH100
"-8pm

as do not need to regoiter for then IlLiVIWItlf V.,,1011,
A (serval cop, close Credential Advisement Girode. mail he found at our wet, addre4.1
WWW.111/11.,61

MS( ti 15,, 40A q24 1771 ssC1’ i,ffitr. 4011-914-37i,

401
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)vyitcy Riot

)
Meet @ 7:00 pm
Spartan pub
(bar tour begins 0 7:45)
Any Questions?
Contact Luke at (408)924-3270.

Join us on our
mystery bar tour
downtown.

CINEBAR

E

riddles
clues
discounted drinks
a mystery prize

A DRINKING
885 -waves

65 Post Street

Jack and Cokes $2.50

bar!

Where FrotPrnitii
Sororities Meet!

live music:

No drugs or Fighting!

the SUN DEMONS!

69 E San FiTnrinrir36il-;-rhei of 2nd)

start at 9:00 pm
’

(Oh. .yeah it’ll be fun)

Wanna see me slam this beer in one gulp?

Good spirited people only.
$2.50 Cosmos
& Mystery Beer

Mission Ale House
97 E. Santa Clara St
(408) 292 4658
$2.50 ints & drinks

BEER

WAS INVENTED IN
SUMERIA 2250 BC. IT WAS
CREATED FOR HUMANKIND,
TO RELAX, AND ENJOY THE
.SUBTLETIES OF LIFE.
"Keep ’em coming" Kashi, God of beer,
said over and over...
...hence the phrase, "Have another."

Today’s answer to yesterday’s riddle is:

TOMORROW
Riddle: What is always coming but never arrives?

Flying Pig
Pub
Dos Locos

4,4

il"211.

OK, but don’t swallow your dentures.

150S. 1st St.
(408) 993-9616
$2.00 Fosters
Long Islands

Katie Blooms wk,4
150 S. First Street
San Jose, CA 95113
408 294-4408

4-

$2.50 Drafts!

Also
4111
Don’t forget
to Join us
March 17
St. Patrick’s Day

Mystery prize provided
by the Spartan Daily
Advertising Staff.

Strain your brain!!!

No cost to participate.

First 50 participants will receive a

0

ia

gift certificate

I lull (I.)N
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ENTERTAINMENT

19418
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Hot ’salsa’ burns SJ

Coming

Ska
Saturday, Feb. 28
fans should find a ride and
hop over the hill to
Palookaville. The Siren Six,
Blind Spot, Jeffries Fan Club
and Punch the Clown will all
be churning out some serious
ska for your listening pleasure. It’s a 16-and-over show,
so impress all the little Gwen
wannabees with your car.
28
Saturday,
Feb.
through Sunday, March 1
The 1998 San Jose
Gasshuku Masters Seminar
will be at the SJSU Event
Center. There’s no explanation of what "gasshuku"
means, but it must have
something to do with kicking
ass because it bills itself as an
intensive martial arts training camp. Thirty-four different martial arts instructors
will be there giving demonstration); and teaching you
how to beat your little brother
into submission without even
breaking a sweat. Make a
mental note to not pick any
fights with anyone hanging
out by the Event Center on
those days.
Sunday, March 1 The
Space Monkeys land at The
Edge in Palo Alto to support
their debut album, "The
Daddy of Them All." These
four guys from across the
pond in Manchester, England,
are apparently a blend of the
Beastie Boys without the creativity and Oasis without the
unibrows.
Monday, March 2
Chumbawamba, the band
with the weirdest name in
music today, will attempt to
blow up the Warfield in San
anyone
Does
Fransisco.
remember EMF? They were
one-hit wonders, too. Go to
this show, give it a listen and
try and figure out the odds of
Chumbawamba ever being
heard on the radio again.

(LH,

Jeann Carlo and Yolanda Diaz perform in the third round of the Salsa Si Puedes competition. Their routine, filled with lifts and dips, landed them a second place out of 12 couples.
By Mark Gomez
Staff Wrstyr

The sexy and seductive moves
of salsa danced into downtown
San Jose Sunday night.
Heritage
Mexican
The
Corporation of San Jose and the
San Jose Jazz Society hosted
Salsa Si Puedes, a salsa dance
festival at the San Jose Civic
Auditorium.
Nearly 150 people attended
the event that featured lessons,
a dance contest and the opportunity to be introduced to a music
and dance unfamiliar to many.
"I’m having a great time," said
SJSU alumnus Joe Domingut
as he took a break from practicing the steps he had just
learned. "It’s the first time I’ve
come out to learn."

Sub!"

Buy any 6 inch sandwich and a
medium drink, gel a second 6 inch
sandwich of equal or lesser
value for 49(

SUBWAY’

By Susan Shaw
Staff V’llter

Some movies are meant to be
artistic statement, some are
meant to be pure entertainment,
others try to be both and the
combination fails. Tokyo Fist is
one of the others.
It takes a personality accustomed to video game-style gore
and action sequences to be entertained by this film. And it takes
living in Japan to understand
what this movie may or may not
say about living in modern
Japanese society.
Tokyo Fist, which was
released in Japan in 1995, is the
latest movie from Japanese
movie
Shinyil
director,
Tsukamoto who brought (lilt
Moyle far1S the two "Tetsuo 1The
Iron Man)" installments.
In addition to directing imil
providing cinematography and
art direction, he frequently stars
in his movies.
Tsukamoto’s themes are

nrIIIIA l Ingl P. San Carlos q98 turn
A OSCAR
NOMSI
THE WINGS
OF THE DOVE

OSCAR NOMINEE BEST ACTOR,
ROBERT DUVALL
0000111110011011,11 SATURDAY
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Gomez said. "We hope to make it
an annual event. With the
turnout, we hope to make it bigger and bigger."
Jenniti-r Oliver. a 5,1517 dance
minor, attended the event as
part of’ an intermitional dance
class assignment.
"Ifs cool," Oliver said, adding
that she had never tried to salsa.
"That’s why I came. to learn
salsa dance."
Gomez said the main fbcus of’
the Mexican Heritage (’orp. is
the building of a 6 -acre cultural
center, designated to be built in
the spring of 1999 on Alum Rock
and King roads. The $1 million
Mexican Cultural Heritage
tTtnd PliA will feenre a
central garden. 5010-seat theater
and 2,000-square-foot gallery.
"Our proceeds go directly to
the cultural center," Gomez said.

4OSCAR NOMS INC
BEST PICTURE,
THE FULL
MONTY
THE
WINTER

A -PL S.

NCE A COP

FINAL WEEK’

7OSCAR MOMS lie
BEST PICTURE’

THE FULL MONTY

AS GOOD AS
IT GETS

WAG THE DOG

FINAL WEEK/

REVIEW

friend Kojima, a prlifessional
boxer.
The changes brought by
Kojima’s appearance. are subtle,
beginning with Tsuela’s jealousy
of the attraction between his
girlfriend and kojima.
The results are predictable:
his jealousy puslu.s Ilizuru int()
Kojima’s arms and Tsuda
decides to become it boxer.
kojimit Is is beconu. a catalyst for
change in both their lives
Tsuda ventures into the violent

*

100611
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Nominee
Review

Worth a $7.50 ticket

rft

Worth renting

AN

11%

Worth stealing
(just 01;291 get caupht)

-"fr

Save your money, Stay
home and do your taxes

world of boxing and Hizuru into
self-mutilation.
Tsukamoto’s characters seem
not so much controlled by events,
as they are propelled by them
into doing things they would
never do.
AN if they were in a video
game, his characters’ fates seem
to be at the mercy of destiny’s
joystick. To the extreme, they
become has than human
This is underscored by the
fact Tsukamoto’s characters
never sit.111 i Mpilet I’d by the pain
they :um inflicting on themselves
or on others. It’s necessary to
experience the pain in order to
live the moment
again echoing existentialist themes.
For the first half hour of
"Tokyo Fist," it seems like
Tsukamoto’s characters are sim-

last chance to see
35 mm full color
erotic classics on
the big screen!
,no one under 18#

Starring
Hustler
Magazine
Centerfold
Amber Hunt

ply bored and looking for a little
excitement.
Maybe the director is making
a statement about the rigidity of’
Japanese culture. Good luck figuring it out.
Amidst some gory boxing
sequences, Hizuru pierces first
her ears, then her nose, a few
tatoos ensue, and it goes downhill from there.
The film’s predictable climax
comes an exhausting SO minutes
or so after its start with Tsuda
and Kojima facing off in a boxing
ring.
This is followed by the less
predictable: a bhxidy punching
match under a freeway with
Hizuru putting the finishing
touches on Tsuda’s face.
Not for the faint of heart or
stomach. Game over

gug

SAT. 2/28 *
12 AM

MIDNIGHT

orraptaa
Park Free in Garage Next Door to Camera 3
Next Week STAR OF THE ORIENT

366S 1st St
Urna 998-3300

Get a Room!!
$89.00

II II

41141...toot Wit -I,,, PS 3/4-5’
STUNT

4, 1 INISMOISAN
NW Am pill se plomMal a la Mow
NW Am pod es aid Ars
Arm 1-114411

1

familiar to any moviegoer who
has seen a "Terminator" movie:
the intrusion of machines into
people’s lives and their potential
to replace them. In the case of
the two Iron Man films, the lead
character becomes a met Thor
by becoming a machine.
There are also many existentialist themes at work in
Tsukanuito’s films, and this concept becomes clear in the first 10
minutes of "Tokyo Fist."
The had character, Tsuda,
played by Tsukamoto, is a Tokyo
insurance salesman who walks,
robot-like and expressionless,
through his life iind his dull job.
Both Tsuda and his live-in
girlfriend Hizuru are very cleancut and "niirm al." }fowl-yen
events take a turn for the worse
with the arrival of Tsuda’s school

2/2110wy, 12 AM

osy TOR CINDY Al MNN..0*,
IIA

San Carlos Si
MIL Ye Wu boa

Music was provided by the
Orquesta Gitano from Santa
Cruz, playing songs with an
upbeat tempo that kept the
dance floor crowded most of the
evening.
Leading the instruction was
Juan Cabral. who showed the
beginners some basic steps.
Cabral said iine reason people
find salsa interesting is that it
allows them the excitement of
dancing with a partner.
"As a teacher. I had a very
nice group of people."
The idea of hosting a salsa
festival came about from brainstorming between the two sponsors, said Monica Gomez, directrirnt-rnmmnnity relations for
Heritage
Mexican
the
Corporation and a 1996 SJSU
graudate.
"It’s our first time doing this."

They kill, steal and cheat
they are the cops of L.A.
Confidental.
This is an epic story
about the hidden workings
of a big city police force. Set
in Los Angeles in the
’50s, L.A. Confidental
is a powerfully dark
movie about organized
crime and police corruption.
The story begins
with three Los Angeles
White
Bud
cops.
(Russell Crowe) is a
detective with good
intentions and a vicious
temper, who may not be
as stubborn as everyone
else, even though he
thinks he is.
Ed Exley (Guy Pearce)
is a young lieutenant trying to be an honest cop,
which doesn’t stop him
from manipulating police
politics to his advantage.
Hollywood Jack (Kevin
Spacey) is the department’s glamour cop, an
advisor to a TV cop show,
intimate with city
vice and corruption.
The three cops
get drawn into the
murder of six people
in an all-night coffee shop. The
investigation
leads them into
a world of politics, organized
crime, big money,

’Tokyo Fist’ pulls no punches

THE APOSTLE

1-49e

racism and murder.
Other cast members include
Sid Hudgeons (Danny DeVito) a
scummy tabloid journalist who
feeds on celebrities, and Lynn
Bracken (Kim Basinger) who
portrays a high-class call
girl.
It’s dark stuff, good and
dark. A sort of police force
Pulp Fiction.
This is a great movie
full of excitment and
action, gross violence,
saucy
style,
slick
tender
humor,
moments, macho leading men and seductive
women. The plot is full
of double-crosses and
bad choices enmeshed
with a captivating, energetic thrill.
The cinematography is
great and both the cast
and story are on the dark
side.
The performances are
excellent and the characters juicy. If you like tough
crime stories with no
L.A.
pulled,
punches
Confidential is the movie
to see.
It is rated R for the violence, profanity, sex and
nudity.
L.A. Confidential
is up for a best picAcademy
ture
Award. In addition,director Curtis
Hanson is up for
best director and
Basinger
Kim
has been nominated for best
supporting actress.

Sta11 Wflter

Saturday, Feb. 28
Yanni, otherwise known as
Yawni, the man with the cop
mustache and the magical
fingers on the piano, comes to
The New Arena in Oakland.
Those die-hard fans of new
age music who sit on the edge
of their seats waiting for the
new John Tesh album may
want to check out this stud.

Saturday, Feb. 28 The
Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk
is sponsoring the 16th Annual
Clam Chowder Cook Off.
Admission is free but those
seafood connoisseurs who
actually want a taste of the
slippery little mollusks will
have to shell out $5. For that
price, you’re guaranteed to
never want to taste clam
chowder again.

L.A. Confidential;
Oscar’s ’dark’ horse
By Sharon Parks

Your guide to
movies, concerts and
events for the coming week. Enjoy

Saturday, Feb. 28
Beavis’ favorite band, Judas
Priest, comes to the Warfield
in San Fransisco looking for
converts. The boys in the band
promise not to play any of
their songs backward, saving
you the embarrassing situation of being brainwashed and
later dying by your own hand.
Keep an eye out for thirtysomething, ex-high school
potheads with something to
prove. This is an all ages show
but don’t bring anyone with a
weak mind, as they are the
easiest to mold.
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Arena Hotel
817 The Alameda,
San Jose
(408) 294-6500
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N’alley Park Hotel
2404 Steven.% Creek Blvd.
(408) 293-54100
Free Pruiting
.labilay Some realndlor apply

8:30 12:15
4:30 5:30 6:30 6:30 12:15
3:30 4:30 5:30 6:30 6:45 10:30
5:30 5:30 -

9:30 am
- 1:15 pm
5:25 pm
6:25 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm
- 1:15 pm
4:25 pm
5:25 pm
6:25 pm
6:45 pm
7:45 pm
- 12:00 pm
6:30 pm
6:30 pm

Int Step
Beg/It Step
Jazzerstep
Int/Adv Step
Cardio Funk
Cardio Circuit
Body Toning
Beginner Step
Powerboard
Hi/Lo Step Combo
Absolutely Abs
Cardio Tone
Int Step/Sculpt
Water Fitness
Aqua Circuit
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Baseball has been very good to me
big hit, usually a threi’-run home ren
then:, iiiA% grass
I
There is no bunting the runner over.
John Fogerty -Center
il» ii II
manufiicturing of runs and none of
1.1
the "shall I pull my pitcher tbr a pinch
I haven’t pl,ied the song yet. but I
hitter’- in the late inning dilemmas.
s.%ii toin,,i-ro It is a ritual I have ;a
The big names. Barry Bonds,
the beginningI ’iii’’.kiseli,d1 seaPiazza, Caminiti, Moises Alou and
tii it iii’. other time
son I
Sammy Sosa all know what it took
,)) th. year except y% hen the "Boys of
Mark McGuire years to figure out
Summer- are playing
you get better looks in the NI.. The
For in,.. the long c))1(1 winter IS
steady diet of curveballs is murder for
I hint
care \Olio
NO!’
Ii nail
Punx.itawney Phil says, %%lien spriug Aaron Williams a true hitter. With a strong dose of
fastballs and sliders. McGuire will
training -I iii- in the Cactus And
shatter Roger Maris home run mark.
DON’T BELIEVE TUE
Grapefruit leagues, life begins again.
Small market teams actually
1 ;MI :1 Unt)(billi anti 11;ISkilban
HYPE
have a chance to win and can survive
don’t get nit’ wri ng. but they are
in today’s escalating baseball economerely a way to kill time in between
my. The Pittsburgh Pirate’s proved this by computbaseball seasons.
11),% ever. with everything good in life. there is ing for the Central Division title until the last
inevit.ilily some had liasehall is no exception. I week of the season last year. Granted it was in the
Ii,’.’ the gun’ and I love the Giants. but I cringe weakest division in the NL, but with a payroll
hovering around what Bonds makes alone, not a
just thinking ,ibout the American League.
the National League version. is had job. The Montreal Expos have not only been a
played s.s it h 111110 men on each side, not the atroci- 1;0111 SyStonl If, the rest of Major League Baseball.
ty. the junior circuit chooses to play \Ally is the but have been competitive while doing so.
No 1)11. 1 ibin’t buy this argument that a pitchsenior circuit better than its American League
er hating is an automatic out. All through school
counterpart’ Lets go around the diamond:
No designated hitter Real baseball is played the best athletes, the ones who can do it all, are
leagie softball pitchers ( ;lams pitcher Shawn Estes had a batyvith nine men per sid(’. not I()
is played with I() If you can’t field position, then ting average of tim) in high school and could hit
the cover ott the ball Since pitchers only play
you have no right pulling .1 major league paycheck
t’ecil Fielder isn’t a real baseball player . h e’s a c ir- every four days. it stands to reason that they don’t
get as many at bats, and any)ille who knOWS !MSC hi. Abb. 01 hill
cus freak
:kvrig, that hitting is all ibout
Pitching As long a- the National’s have pitch- ball W(,(1111
ers lik) Greg NI,i)l)lux, John Sinoltz, Curt seeing pitches If you st ill don’t buy the argument
hellOr A111,10S than designated
Skinning. Ket in Bro\s,11 :Ind Darryl Kilt’. the quali- that pitchers
ty of I);e-ehall will be better About the only thing hitters. put either Estes or Fielder in center field
the Al. Ims going for it is Randy Johnson. who and honestly tell me who would shag the most
seems like he could break down at an moment. flies That’s what I thought.
Finally, The Rivalry - Giants vs. Dwig(TS. In
keep
oil 1{1,ger Clemens
hut how long C.111
lairst sports. there is n» rr4,;ityr feud than SF/I.A. It is a
pulling career years out of thin air" SWT\
your hulible Red Sox fans. but Pedro ,M,irtinet will shined rivalry spanning several generations.
that doesn’t let pitchers Bobby Thompson’s "Shot 1 leard Hound the World. 11..1;Z11.
not thrive in
the move West from Ni’’.’’ York, the Joe Morgan
comp in tight ,m )I has pitchers that thr,ive
home run in 1982. Jack Clark’s, then a St, Louis
Wet itritil-,111,11,1iiiik.
Cardinal. home run off Toni Niedenfuer in the ’85
Dn. Eddie Nleirray is u great player and a
Nit
playoffs. all the championships for the Bums and
definite Halbot-Famer. but hi. should 1),iv) been
out of baseball y)ars ago. All the 1)11 does is ,illoyv the Julall NlarichafJohnny Roseboro bat incident
past-their prime players who can only swing the put this rivalry. at :1 category by. itself.
Nlayhe it’ Boston had done something in the
lumber a chance to pad their stats and increase
past. oh 75 .vears. could the Ni’’.’.’ York/ Beantown
their chances of making it to Cooperstoyvn.
war he. considered
Ken I uinintti ()K. my- wib made me put that
About ow only thing the AL has going tbr it is
one in there Nov,. that Darren Ilaulton has
retired, she thinks he isIii,’ best looking player in Junior Griffey ha him in an NI, uniform and there
the lags. Plus he is a San Jose State University is no telling how many records he would shatter.
Either way. NI. or Al.. it’s time III play ball
alum, s,) he’s ii I right in my hook
The style ’ml play. In the Americim leagne, the again "hit me in coieIi. I’m ready to play"
loosely on the old Earl VVeaver
strategy is
Aoron Willtums Is the Spurtun Mill. Sports
specials 1Veaver. believed in pitching th,it could
m while y))u wait ))(1 Mr the Eilltor Ills column appeurs Iron, time to time.
keep you in the liallgae.
I
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Spartan War Shorts
Softball
San Jose State University
softball finally got under way
Wednesday. The Spartans, who
were the last team in the
Western Athletic Conference to
actually play a game, split a doubleheader with the Sacramento
State Hornets, Sac State took
the first game 4-1, on a threerun home run in the bottom of
the seventh. Softball games only
go seven innings.
The teams were tied 0-0,

heading into the seventh inning.
In the top of the seventh, SJSU
pushed a run across with a sacrifice fly front Anita Conner,
But the lead and the game
were short lived. In the bottom of
the inning the Hornets scored a
run tying the game and before
the game-winning home run.
The Spartans bounced back in
the second game, jumping out to
a 2-0 lead in the fiturth inning on
a two-out RBI double by Jennifer
Effinger and a RBI single by

Lindsay Lewis. The Hornets tied
the game up in the bottom half
of the inning.
The Spartans added two in
the sixth and one in the seventh
to give them the cushion they
would need,
In the bottom of the seventh,
the Hornets struck for two but
fell short as the Spartans
slammed the door to earn their
first victory of the year.
The Spartans play Utah at
SJSU field Sunday at noon.

New museum showcases nothing but sports
WASHINGTON (AP) Tim
McDonough leaned over the basketball display case, and the
memories came’ back.
"I remember the UCLA
streak," he said, nodding at a jersey worn by Lew Alcindor in
1968. "A lot of this stuff is part of
my growing (ip."
McDonough is a 46-year-old
sports fan fro uu Leesburg, Va. At
the other elle: of the hall. he can
turn a knob and listen to
Howard Cosell tell a Monday
night football audience’ that
John Lennon had been shot.
McDonough’s 10-year-old son,
Patrick, is too young to remember Cosell or the Beatles. And,
besides, he’s too busy finishing a
putt on an interactive golf game.
The National Sports Gallery
Washington’s newest museum,
opens Thursday after a twomonth preliminary run. It is
located inside the new $200 million MCI Center that houses the
Washington
Wizards
and
Capitals and is just across thestreet from the National Portrait
Gallery
The museum is an eclectic
mix of super-size interactive
sports games and memorabilia
displays aimed at satisfying fans
of all st ripes.
"We wanted to attract the
young people. by playing the
interactive’s," said curator Frank
f’eresi, who left a judgeship in
flemily court in Arlington. Va., to

become the museum’s curator.
"And then get them learning the
history of the sports."
While most of the gallery’s
visitors are attracted to the
games some wait as long as
20 minute’s to pay $:3 to play a
short interactive’ version of H-0R-S-E with Wizards star Chris
the few who do spend
Webber
some time at the 2(1 or so display
cases find plenty to Iffild their
:Mention.
"That’s worth about a halfmillion dollars," Ceresi said,
pointing to a 1910 Bonus
baseball
card.
Wagner
"Certainly, it is the Mona Lisa of
the baseball clfflectible world."
The card is treasured because
Wagner insisted that the
American Tobacco Company
card be pulled from the market
soon after it was printed. Legend
has it the shiirtstop obji’cled to
being associated with tobacct.
but the card’s owner. collector
Bill Mastro of Palos Park, Ill..
said Wagner hail a more traditional motivation.
"The’ truth is. he wasn’t paid,"
said Mastro, adding there iire
only about a dozen or so of the
Wagner cards in collectible OMditi,in in existence. "Ile was the
first major league baseball player who was paid for the use of
his name iissociated with any
prisluct . If he wasn’t paid for the
use of his image imtu u baseball
card by a cigarette) (’ompany. he

probably would have sued
them."
All of the museum’s items are
except
on loan from collectors
fin- a genuine Babe Ruth bat
from 1926-29. A hole in the display case allows fans to touch
the same handle the Bambino
would have grasped while swatting his way inti) the record
hooks.
The’ only existing bat signed
by Joe Jackson and a full display
on the Negro Leagues are just
part of the baseball section.
Football, basketball boxing,
hockey, golf and soccer are also
featured. A photo exhibit featuron loan
ing Muhammad Ali
from the Smithsonian is alone
worth the $4 price of admission
minus the interactive games)
for any boxing fan.
The gallery contains the
American Sportscasters Hall ()I’
Fame, where, the voices of Cosell,
Red Barber, Mel Allen and others come, alive for a few seconds.
Oddly, the Harry Caray sound
bite doesn’t include, a "Holy cow!"
and there’s no "Whoa, Nellie!"
from Keith Jackson.
Ceresi hopes the gallery will
beciime a popular field trip for
area schools, right up there with
the Smithsonian and the city’s
other attractions.
"There’s room for e’ducation in
:ell fields," Ceresi said. "Sports is
a common bond we’ve had in our
country."
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Career Explorers:
Check out your options
for the future

Job Seekers:
Professional attire and
resumes are not required
but are highly
recommended.

part-time full-time career summer internship co-op volunteer

There are three sides
to every story.
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Reality Check BY DAVID WHAMOND

Mixed Media by Jack Ohman

Spar t oon s
WELL, I PATE() !41 HOLE WITH Sami
MAHOGANY , AND THIN I APPIAN) A LIGHT
VARNISH. THvY I mow ALL THE &ROSE WIRES
AI40 Foams* THEN% IN THE SHAPE oF A
FaSysVe HOLIDAY WREATH-.
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CLASSIFIED

PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee knelled. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT

is
tr

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE (UPS)
is searching for a motivated
individual actively pursuing a
degree in either Human Resource
Management. Industrial Organization or General Business for a
paid internship ($12.$15/hr.) for
a 36 month period. This person
should preferably be starting their
junior year or higher within
the above prescribed studies.
Avail M -F, evenings. FAX/SEND
RESUME: 408-744-7937: 1245
Hammerwood Ct., Sunnyvale. CA
94086. Attn: H/R Dept.

ATTENTION
Education and Science Majors
SCIENCE ADVENTURES
is looking for enthusiastic
instructors for our afterschool
WANTED: LEADERS/MANAGERS
Science Clubs & Summer Camps. for USMC OCS and flight training.
K 6th Grade. Will Train.
Salary 30 36K/yr. Tuition assistance available. Must be: F/T
$15/hr.
To Apply Please Call
student or possess BA/BS,
1 800 213 9796.
US ,.ititen. under 28 years old.
Call Capt. Sosa at 408 971-3791.
DRIVERS WANTED, PIT OR F/T
$9.00 to $11.00 per hour.
WAREHOUSE POSITION
Apply at Pizza A Go Gii
AVAILABLE MON. FRI.
Part nine 3pin to 7pin
117 E. Sari Carlos 5!
Detail Oriented Order Puller
$6.00 Per Hour
ASSISTANT: 5-20 HOURS/WEEK
Database Entry/Maintenance,
Work for a company that
Word Perfect and ACT. Located
holy appreciates its staff.
Apply in person.
at 880 and The Alameda. Cali
1 -Ill -I So. 7th St. San Jose
1 888 908 7456 x 9200
Conte, of 7th & Alma.
TEACHERS high quality, lo.ense4
dropin childcare centers for 2 12 CUUNARY STUDENT
Work with commercial equipment
year olds.
at Keystone Restaurant Supply,
Flex PT/FT Position’s
preparing food from recipes to
Days, Eve, Weekends
generate interest in equipment
Min 6 ECE required
Team environment
and to test recipes/variations for
future use. Operate test kitchen
Benefits available
on Wednesdays. other demos,
Call Corp Office 260 7929.
etc. as needed. $8.00/hour.
Contact: Ric McKown
S TELESALES / GOLF S
International Commissary Corp.
Sports Minded, Apgressive,
491 W. San Carlos St.
Money Motivated. High Income
Potential! For Intenaew Contact
San Jose, CA 95110
Fax 408279 3742 or
James 0, 408 2954810.
Gill 408 7923133.
FLEXIBLE ON-CAMPUS JOB with
the SJSU Annual Fund. Looking fur VETERINARY ASSISTANT reliable
enthusiastic & reliable Students for person needed 25-32 firs/week,
spring petrel. OreersgeortuntlY to sonirexeerience helpful. Call
enhance your setes/marketing 374-6114 or Fax 374-6295.
skills. $8/hr. Sun. 6 9pni. MW 5.
9pm. Call 924 1129 for interview.
SECURITY- ACUFACTS. INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
FITNESS ORIENTED
Great for Students.
Individuals needed to supervise
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
explosive growth for new Si
We pay 0/T after 8 hours!
Office. Students with ambition
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
and creativity preferred. Chris at Call 408-286 5880 crappY nasal
408-615-1474.
7am to 7prn 7 days a week
555 D Mendtan Ave. S.I.
FOODSERVERS
BUS SERS
PROGRAMMERS, WILL TRAIN.
BARTENDERS
FT/PT. Delphi, Paradox, Access,
Contact
Competitive compensation. Send
Darlene or Rob
resume, fax: 408 448 3200 or
After 11:00ani
email: of ormwdatatec.com .
Tuesday Saturday
Li Rinconada Country Club
MOBILE DJ COMPANY Must be
14595 Clearview Drive
of ye to work Fn & Sat Have own car.
los Gatos. CA 95032
Outgoing. personable & resmnsible.
r408, 3954181
Interested urn vanous music types.
Will train Starting pay $15/hour
INTERNET SOLUTIONS COMPANY mileage Call 4892717.
HTML & Java Programmers
1., iypeneri e neL, but knowledge OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $4725
ot HTML and ndepth knowledge Education Award through Arren
of r
phi’. Ilex schedule 10 20 orps at the San lose ConseM1.1
u.woek Rates’ $12. but neg !nil Corp’. SI,ekillg sell rrotivated
& exp. Resumes to intlivlduals to work with "at risk"
ont Or fax lo
norii fou psi! IdrIg positions. High
.0 Prefer CS major ’maim S (uuicl taplotila reotcred A ability
to ttet lass B lu.ense $6 25
ECE STUDENTS. Join the teaching hourly pion benefits Full .Part time.
riciiii it OW NALYC iiaredited. Cull Joe -108 283 7164. FOE
orporate vonsitred, Aur,, site
hail .ire enter It (yood Sant
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Hosrirai, Tiro ihle schedules to
Part
Elexble Hours.
yxitri areorla 1,011I
wing Bonus,
& study
111.,11,
t CE units & experiericc’
C,,,’, it tor Students’
rixtuired F AX resume 4085592610 Serving Dio Mime Sao loco.
ill,)0St,Pt.).1153
Inner City Express
22 W. SMII John St. San Jose.
ASSEMBLE & TEST hydrautoc
prod,. t
Knowlerlge of small
& light machining a
ido, other Male,
light
of 1,, e ;aid, shiptylrig A receiving
I i in. Hay, mentality a !trust
,iri
LA I (ix resume to:
370 5743

VALET PARKING Local company
looking for people. Flexible
schedule. PT/FT. Earn $8.00 to
$15 per hour. 867-7275.

ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking F/T & P/T Teachers
and Aides. Substitute positions
are also available that offer flexible hours. ECE units preferred but
not required. Please contact
Cathy at 244-1968 x16.

WORD PROCESSING

FAX: 408-924-3282

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SHARED

HOUSING

SPORTS /THRILLS

100% PURE ADRENALINE!
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
STOECKLE - Cheers to tears in Downtovm 3rd ST. ROOM 4 RENT
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
There is nothing compared to
the past, smiles in the present $375/mo + $300 dm 1/4 util.
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR PT/Fr
Term papers, thesis, resumes,
the exhilaration experienced by
and happiness in the future. To Female, nonsmoker. 287-9246.
Will Train. Must have clean DMV.
group projects,etc. I have a
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
the mouse & elephant. 823 VLR.
Flexible hours. Call 3614182.
typewriter to complete your
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
ROOM IN NEW 2 BR/2 BA CONDO
Immediate Openings Start Today! TECHNICAL WRITER- Position applications for med/law school, etc.
$900/mo. 2 pers max. Nr light rail. SJSU student owned & operated.
available 5 hours per week. Must
Will transcribe your taped
CAMPUS CLUBS
No smoking. Parla’g avad. 218-2177.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS Teach be enrolled in SJSU School of
interviews or research notes.
1-510-634-7575.
one on one in company car. Good English. Contact the Student Union
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
BLACK MASQUE HONOR SOCIETY ROOM IN NICE HOME. Near light
driving & teaching skull. HS Grad, Director’s Office, 924-6310.
Call ANNA at 972-4992,
now accepting applications for fall rail. $450/mo. including utilities.
Clean DMV, No Criminal Record.
membership. Minimum req: 3.0 Mature female. No smoking or
INSURANCE
No caper. nec. Training provided. CRUISE & LAND TOUR JOBS CALL UNDA FOR PROFESSIONAL cum GPA. SR (90 units), demo drugs. Call 993-1004.
Custom hours pt/ft. Good pay. Earn to $2.000/month. Free wart
WORD PROCESSING.
leadership on campus/community.
STUDENT AUTO INSURANCE
999W. San Carlos St. 971-7557. travel (Europe. Caribbean, etc.). ThesesTerrn PapersResumes
Auto Insurance
Contact: Roxanne Hood, Sec.
Get the #1 source! Ring: (919)
www.deluxedriving.com
Group Projects
924 1120,
LOW RATES
RENTAL HOUSING
933-1939 ext. C238.
All formats, including APA 4th Ed.
SR-22’s on the Same Day
CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK
Laser Printer. Experienced.
2 BDRM. APARTMENT- $950/MO.
,it remodeled Chevron stations CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR JOBS
Dependable, Quick Return.
AUTOS FOR SALE
Secunty type building
Hinng Now Bilingual
6.50 locations. F T. P ’T,
Almaden/Branham area.
Excellent benefits. World Travel.
Secure Parking
(English/Spanish)
ible hours. Cali 2 )5 395.1 Ask us howl 517 324 3090 ext
140812644504.
91 MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE
Close In
Ask for Ophelia
C60411
In excellent condition’, Will
Modem Building
PHN: 408-247.3734
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. take best offer, Call 297-0811.
FAX: 408-247.5417
Laundry Room
Science & English papers/theses
TEACHERS/AIDES FT or PT
EARN EXTRA CASH $
Village Apartments
NAENC Accredited sLhoiils
up to SEA/0/month’
our specialty. Laser printing. 1985 MUSTANG 5V0 89.500 576 South Fifth Street
AUTO INSURANCE
Become a Sperm Donor.
Work w/ P.S. or S.A. children. G e i
APA, Turabian and other formats. miles. Good shape. Original 14081 295.6893.
Campus Insurance Service
job for student Exp. & Ed. preferred. Healthy males, 19-40 years old. Resumes, editing, graphics owner. $3,300 obo. Charcoal
Special Student Programs
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty and other services available on gray turbo -charged SVO. Tires 780 SO. 11TH STREET APTS.
Call Sharon 408/738-1385,
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Contact California Cryobank either WordPerfect or Word. and suspension in excellent Large 2 bdrm/2 bath. Very clean.
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
TEACHERS AND AIDES wanted. 1 650 324 1900. M F. 8-4:30. Masterson’s Word Processing. condition. Maier maintenance Secunty type bldg. Laundry, cable. ’Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
Small World Schools has Part
Call Paul or Virginia 408-251-0449. work performed in July 1996. ample parking. Walk or nde bike to
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Time and Full Time. a.ni and ASIAN INDIAN SPERM DONOR
paperwork available. Upgraded school. Responsive management "Good Student" "Family Multi -car’
p.m.. permanent and 1411,11,,r NEEDED! Loving couple hoping to ’AFFORDABLE &EXPERIENCED" stereo removable cassette We take advance deposits to hold
CALL TODAY 296-5270
positions a,,,ailable. Units in CD, find someone with Asian Indian Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term deck with four speakers and an apartment. $995 $1045/mo.
FREE QUOTE
ECE, Psych. Soc. or Re. require 1 background with black hair, brown. Papers, Nursing, Group Projects, bazooka tube t sub woofer), Call 288-9157.
NO HASSLE
If you are interested in working black eyes, 5’5" & over. Age 18 Resumes. All Formats. Specializing email to ddonohoCrDaol.com or
NO OBLIGATION
with LI high quality child ca,e 38. Generous compensation.
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
call 408-979 0572.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
rhinpany call 408-379-3200 x 2L If you can help us, please call Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ yfs Exp.
TRAVEL
1 800 886-9373 ext. 6608.
WP 5.1,/HP Laser, PAM’S
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K 80111, uul
PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING,
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
TUTORING
Low Down / Monthly Payments
seeks responsible individuals tor S1.500 weekly potential mauling
247 2681. 8am 8pm.
EUROPE - SUMMER ’98
No Dover Refused
extended daycare. P/T in the our circulars. Free information.
ENGUSH TUTOR
WESTCOAST DEP’S $478 R/T Cancelled or Rejected
afternoon. No ECE units are Call 410 783-8272.
Speaking, Writing & Editing
*Dui *Suspended License
Mexico/Canbb $201$249 R
required. Previous experience with
INSTRUCTION
Expenenced wuth the needs
HAWAII $119 o/w
*Accidents Tickets
children preferred. Please contact NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
of Foreign Students.
Call 415,8349192
Immediate SR Flings
Cathy at 244.1968 x16.
Work in the Great Outdoors, PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now Credentialed Teacher & MA.
http://www . a rh t ch .org
Good Dover Discount
Forestry. Wildlife Preserves, Con- accepting students who wish to Call Jessica 14081978.8034.
Non/Owner Operator
(essionaires, Firefighters & more. excel in playing guitar or bass. All
’IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
*Ban -8prn, Monday- Saturday
Receptionist. Office Clerk
Competitive wages benefits. levels welcome: Beginning.
SCHOLARSHIPS
Free Phone Quotes
Sales. Customer Support
Ask us how! 517-324-3110 ext. Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
SERVICES
*Call Us Now...
Technician.
antAlkicclaziciUgayantAcccc
UST
Warehouse Cle*
FL
*tax paEpAami1111111111031.1115441419Earshps
Call 408/942-889U’ vlimArlesksvow****ittirMil sr.
CA81/111884298-84241111.-*RD. Rose Assoc. Seillitiert9614P,0
731
or fay to 408/942-8260
!S ING
Schedule your appointment.
Electron% Staffing Services, EOE
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
Day Evening Weekend
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
RAISE $500 IN ONE WEEK.
30 Years Teaching Experience ComputenzedUcensedBonded
Fundraising opportunities
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave.
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
turn left at Clear Lake Ave,
available. No financial obligation.
Russian Trained Concert Pianists WRITING HELP. Fast professional
Great for clubs.
Professors of Piano
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
TELEMARKETING POSITIONS
For more information call
National Teachers Guild Assn.
Essays, letters, application
available. Easy hours. Good
(888) 51-A Plus ext. 51.
National Suzuki Assn,
statements, proposals, reports.
money. Ask for Mike, 261 1323
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554. ,
Starting S20/hr.
lee*,
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Call 408.241-6662
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall
EVENTS
in Santa Clara for wur
Earn to $25.00,:hr salary tips.
ACROSS
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
Students needed in the immediate *EXPLORING YOUR FAITH M1200? FREE FiRSTLEMON-INTravEw
1 Skirt feature
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN!
area. Fell time/part time openings. *Have questions?
6 Fills with
Only $57.00 per year.
Call today 1 650 968 9933. Cunous?
reverence
Save 30% 60%
110101;i1 MEM 1:3111F21013
International Bartenders School. Need a study break?
10 Campus area
on your dental needs.
HEALTH & BEAUTY
OURN0 000 DOMMEI
14 Canine name
*Make fnends, have fun!
For info call 1-800-655-3225
15
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
01111111191110111313 tilEICIIMIDI
Mona *DINNER & DISCUSSION
ELECTROLYSIS CUM.
PT Elementan, Schools,
16 Reverse
Every Wednesday, 5:30 7:00pro
Unwanted hair removed forever.
OMR
1111011§1E1 INIABIRIA
(Degree or Credential NOT Required.
17 "Aida." e g
Student Union, Pacheco Room
Specialist. Confidential.
IIIIMBIZI
I1IBOU10
Opportunity for Te..Ktung Experience.
18 Proverbial
(Except 3/11.4/8 Montalvo Roy
Your own probe or disposable.
EIVIIii10131Z1 MAORI
Need Car
Everyone Welcome!
attractors
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
11510BBAliIM 1Z11111.412101111A
Voire
(408)287 4170 ext. 4)J8 Episcopal Canterbury Community
20 Pie topping
247-7488.
Certain advertisements In
111111731iil
IMMO
EOE MI
408 293 2401, ABLangermaol.corn
1:2101311
22 Lightning
these columns may refer the
ht
ftentxls.aul con, EptCommS1 LOSE WEIGHT, FEEL GREAT!!!
by-product
12113E11111012111 tAbill;10E1IJ
reader to specific telephone
SECURITY
23
Type
of
rain
Natural. Doctor recommended
1:01,100
GIIIIIIDEZIPIliil
numbers or addresses for
Full and Part Tote Positions
MISSING SOMETHING?
24 ’-eG
George lost 20 lbs
MILIC112
additional Information
1;101g1III
Graves, Swings 11,1l VS Ol,rntls
Need a spiritual boost?
Free samples. 408, 7920.323
26 ProduceClassified readers should be
NICILIMICI ORME]
WOO
Tr
Need i break
department
reminded
that,
when
making
,
1011713111BI 00IBCBCIIR11312101
The Enlightenment Support Group
features
MEN & WOMEN
these further contacts, they
0,tgo,ng Survidv, ci.00Pkt
@MORI@ EMU IACI1ME4
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
29 Keeps in office
should require complete
408-2474827
ti The Book Cafe Ceriter
33 So
Slop shaving. waxing, tweeting
UOMMO MOO OROMEI
Information before sending
3.183 95 S. Bay oin
or using chemicals. Let US P101,1
34 More loyal
, - 4, . ion.. I ,,..1,1,,. Se,* are
money
for
goods
or
services.
$1.000 s Weekly Processing Mall
14081978 8034
rently remove your unwanted hair
36
Flue
contents
In addition, readers should
SI P. I
Gr mix: All Oft & utter, i exx1101,rtit
Back Chest Lip Bikini Chin
37
Tune
29 Kind of route
DOWN
carefully investigate all firms
Others say’: "Its always new aril vital
Tummy etc. Students P. fa( tidy
38 Noah s boat
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DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.

Psych/SpEd/undergrad/grad/OTs
f’s. Learn /00 Discrete Trial
w
yo autistic girl. Exp,
hut net rtyi d S
’Alto flex
Pay I oitimenntirato w exp.
Iii non limn ’,opus 926 3944.
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STUDENT &/ot PRO THERAPISTS
tar Atinnty tirl $12, hew, more
for mperiitit e Paid trainlnyt Part
time arteriiiioris & weekends.
P1.’. a’ , .111 .10X 946 8211.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT In ‘i0
$9 28/ hour. Recreation leadee,
needed lig camps, sports Minot, iii
instructor, theraor,in.
ml 4 ri,itiori staff, special interest
instructor & lifeguards Contact
the City of Santa Clara. 984 3257.
TELEmANEEnNo pr/FT. We
sell discount subcriptIons to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers
Flexible hrs, 9am9pm. Downtown
near lightrail 4 blocks from SJSU
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media
Promotions 494 0200.
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 21 29, healthy,
responsible, all nationalities
Give the oft of life!
$3,000 stipend & expenses paid.
Bonus for Menem & Japvnese cknors
mum CALL WWFC
800-314-9996
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
3
4
5
6

lines
lines
lines
lines

One
Day
$5
$6

$7
$6

Two
Days
$7
Si
$9
$10

Three
Days
$9

$10
$11
$12

Please check
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

$1 for each additional line.

Five
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

After the fifth day, rate increases by $1 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Additional words available in bold for $3 each
SEMESTER RATES
3-ehnes: $70
10-14 lines

15-19 lines: $110

$90

/

one classification:

I nen.,

Send ctieck or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jcee, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall. Room 209
Deadiine 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
IN All ads are prepaid No refunds on canceled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
III QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Found**
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale*
Computers Etc
Wanted*
Employment

Opportunities

Rental /lousing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
Health/Beauty’
SportsThnlls*
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tutonng*
Word Processing
Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 Ilne ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3

lines for

3 days, as a service to the campus community.
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Marriage: So much to do,so little time

Aries
March 21 to April 20
Ever have that ’to it so fresh" feelmg". Well, what do you expect? If’
you wallow with the swine for too
long .. you’re just a pig It’s A-OK to
have friends in IOW 111:11CVS, just so
long as they don’t drag you down.
Famous Arian. ’toward Cosell.
Taurus
April 21t>> May 20
You’ve had a roving eye lately.
Yeah, we know "Jost because you’re
on a diet doesn’t Milan you can’t
look at the menu," Init honey, you
are coming very close to being a
full-fledged glutton Reign in those
desire’s and impulses. Famous
Taurean. Dale Earnhardt
Gemini
May 21 to June 21
Lately you feel like you are
billing behind. Well, toy friend, you
are the tortoise, as opposed to the
hare. So take heart it’s the slow
and steady plodding ones that win
in the life-long race. Fatuous
Geminian: Kirk Gibson
Cancer
June 22 to July 22
You live by the theory that, while
there is no "I" in the word "team,"
there is a "me." Cancer is the mefirst sign. It’s idl you, all the time,
baby. Sure is lonely %Olen yiafre
syn.-absorbed, isn’t it" Pot others
first this week. Famous Cancenillli
Jost’ Canseco.
Leo
July 23 to August 22
Roses are red
Violets are blue
I’m schizophrenic
And
so am I.
Famous Leonian: Dorothy Hamill.

Continued from page 1
dig life harder.
SJS1T graduate student Joe Mariani
said communication is the glue that
holds his marriage together. Mariani
said if you can’t talk about how your
spouse’s day went, then your marriage
won’t last.
Weston makes an effort to spend
time with her husband, despite a grueling schedule. She said it validates her
mitrri age.
"Instead of going to the movies, go
out and get coffee and talk," Weston
said. "Communication is very important, especially when you’re stressed
out with school."
Sivertsen and her 12 colleagues in
Counseling Services deal with a lot of
relationship and marital problems. In
fact, she said a lot of’ people get married
because they hope it will help their relationship.
"I have been amazed when I see some
people walk down that tisle," Sivertsen
said. "’What the hell are. you two doing?
It is clear that your relationship is
tumult ot us Getting married is not the
ceremonial prozac fin- a relationship."
in
There’s no prozac in

Created by
Spartan Daily Staff
Scorpio
October 23 to .Vorember 22
The mouth is :is powerful as the
and yours cuts deep. Reign
pen
in your sarcasm and put your
tongue to better practices. We
meant like eating fine cuisine,
sicko! Famous Scorptim: Pile.
Sagittarius
Nocceiber 23 to December 21
Ni one is more giving of yourself
:end ,vour time than you. Due to this,
you often don’t get the :tppreciat ion
you deserve, but take heart, you are
loved and valued. And in the coming week you will know it. Famous
Sagittarian: Joe DiMaggio.

Library: Guidelines
Continued from page 1

Capricorn
December 22 to -January 20
You havt hivn diagnosed as suffering from an iiccute case of 111.11
I lead I ’p Butt In fact, your cabeza
has been buried in your crevice for
so long it’s grown roots. Be cautious,
however, when you pull it out ... it’ll
lit the sound heard ’round the
world. Famous Capricornian: Mark
Messier

that many issues about the library are still in negotiations.
Two neinths ago, t Associated Students established
an ad -hoc committm to represent students on joint
library issues.
"The idea behind the committee is to give students a
voice in the process." Cook said.
Joanne Elek, director of Community Affairs for the
Associated Students, who heads up the committee, said
she’ hasn’t gotten a lot of feedback on the joint library
issue, and said students could be more involved.
"Considering we have. a campus with 27,000 students
and ;ill the st udents who vote, I haven’t seen anyone take
the initiative to know more," she said.
Cook explained a nut del being discussed that would
limit aCCOSS 11r till’ public SJSI: books, even though the
two collections would be housed under one roof
"Fiir example, the public would have access to SJSU
but couldn’t check them out, she explained.
A letter sent to the Academic Si .natv on Feb. 2 about
the pant librarv from a group calling themselves
"C01 Icerni41 San -lose State Students" mentioned other
issues of concern.
I" ’r example, the schfild’s books have been accumulated with state funds and student fees to support the academic purpose of the university. The. hooks were. not
bought to be used by the general public.
The group also said it believes the presence of the general public, includinp children and the homeless, is not
appropriate in an academic library and would undermine the sense of campus community.
"I guess change is scary for some people.," said Elek.

Aquarius

Virgo
August 2:1 to September 22
It’s all about :dist inence in the
coming days. Yina inner virgin is
beckoning to you. Toss that chastity
belt on ... it’s going to be a practice
in self-restraint this St. pekend ;mid
luck. Famous Viriasen: Kobe
Bryant.
Libra
September 23 to October 22
Your moon has passed completely nut of your sexual house, which
means you need to get out and do it
during the day. Isn’t SJSU still a
Ca MIMS?
clothes -optional
Hmmennim... Famous Libran:
Mean Joe Greene.

,Immurr 21 to February 19
"When something wicked this
Forget the old ghost
way comes .
tales of pointy hats and pi
brews, you are ;attracted to the
occult and all the bewitching that
goi’s:limn; wit it. This should con>.
as no shock. you always have been
Aquarian
Famous
different.
NIichael Jordon.
Pisces
February 20 to March 20
You are u dreamer. You only wear
rose-colored glasses. You only see
the good. More power to you.
Famous Piscean Bethke Smith.
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Mariani’s marriage, although there
might be some caffeine.
The 34 -year-old "Mr. Mom" has
learned to use every second of his time.
During the day, when his wife is working full time as a travel agent, he watches his son. At night he works as a waiter and takes night classes.
Mariani said the toughest aspect of
his life is time management.
"It’s hard studying because of the
child," he said. "The day is his when he’s
not napping. I study when he’s asleep."
When his wife comes home, Mariani
has to devote some time to her.
Not only is he strapped for time, but
also financial problems worsen as he
spends more time in school instead of
working and making money. Mariani
said his wife wants him to finish school
faster than it is possible, so he can get a
degree and use it in the job market.
In addition to not having a degree,
Mariani said it is expensive for his family to live. in the Santa Clara Valley. He
also has to deal with the fact that a lot
of travel agents have been getting laid
off lately. If his wife loses her job, then
Mariani doesn’t know how it will affect
his family.

FIRED’?

Jeff Kallis

Call

EVICTED 9

&

CHEATED

I u

at SJSU & who knows

important your reputatuion
financial problems are to you
how

INSURANCE Problem 7

CONTRACT Problem

Delta: Anniversary
Continued from page 1
"The girls initially join fiir the. social aspect, but they come
away with strong leadership and communkation skills."
McAtee said. "This amounts to a ci implete. colltla. ht.- "
McAtee believes that the. popularity ofsororit les huh iwoit
10-year trend.
"When I attended &NU in 1973, the Greek system was
considered the ’establishment’ and to Vietnam activists we
were part of the problem," McAtee said. "But then the .80s
took a more. positive. turn and pledges increased."
McAtee believes that the. Greek system may be out of
favor in this decade; however the biannual rushes continue
to attract students interested in a well-rounded college experience.
Committee chairperson and active member Junnifbr
Anderson agrees.
"For us it has been really neat to see. the sorority excel."
Anderson said. "The Greek system is tough it a commuter
school, and I’m amazed that it’s lasted this long."
Barbara McAtee is currently working with other 5451’
sororities to increase pledges and iissist with recruitment.
"This is a unique situation," McAtee said. "We an, prom)trit!rny a non-competitive environment while helping each
(he
An anchor, representing hope, is enshrined in cement outside the house and members frequently don this symbol on
sweatshirts :end jewelry.
For Anderson the anchor represents something more.
"It means hope. that we continue to stay here," Anderson
said.

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
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Read My Mouth

Egg Donor Needed

Dental
#FREE
Check-Up &
X-ray for
SJSU Students.
If you’re interested in being a
patient for the California Dental
Licensure Examination, please call

Tall brunette wants to be a
mom more than anything. If
you are 21-28, healthy,
intelligent and responsible,
please donate eggs for me

Call Stephanie @ FFC
(800) 939-OVUM and
mention "Sue."

Mary at (408)241-2299.
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SJSU student Raul Becerra can
relate to Mariani’s
Becerra, an administration of justice
major, is working part time. for a security company while his wife works full
time as an administrative. assistant at
Intel and does the bread winning. He.
said she is basically supporting him
with her salary.
"Right now, she’s OK with it because
eventually she. wants to go to school
when I get out of college," said Becerra,
referring to his wife’s desire to pursue
teaching as a career.
The Becerras have reached :111 understanding that will allow both to complete school while still supporting each
other financially.
"We. decided when we got married
that he would go to school, and I would
work," said Becerra’s wife, Alma. "For
me, right now, things are. going good.
We’re. financially secure."
And for those who are finding it difficult to stike a balance between married
life, school and work, Werkmeister has
this advice: "Don’t ignore your relatilan
ship because, in the end, it’s more
important than school or work."

CENTURY GRAPHICS

[408) 988 3351

fax14081988 0758
2 3 0 2 CALLE DEL MUNDO, SANTA CLARA, CA 95054

Under the Army’s
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment.
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, whichever amount is greater,

The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford 1.oans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default.
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you’ll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.
Call: (408) 259-7185

ARMY. BEwww.goarmy.com
ALL YOU CAN BE.

Tough test?
Call someone for sympathy

1 -800 -COLLECT
uf.

